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I  FiU in the blanks .. . t f
1  A methodology developed for evaluatmg mvestment projects from the point of view of the

society as a whole is
.Evaluation of a project when it is in execution

"

II

III

A^The analysis used to know the change in NPV for a change in sales is called as
The present value of future sum is known through technique
en^ of time required to recover the initial cash outlay on the project is

"^-^en the rate of return is equal to IRR, the NPV is equal to ;

V Match the following , . n i j
As per the UNIDO method how the following are valued.^  a Marginal social value

8  TraSe inputs and outputs b Consumer willing to pay
0  Non tradable inputs and outputs c Border price
,0 Leign exchange d Marginal Product

Write short notes on ANY FIVE of the following (5x2=10)
V "^at are the three elements of the cash flow stream of a conventional Project?
o^^Discuss work break down structure.
T Implementation phase of a project cycle.

is the basic difference between PERT and CPM.
What are the principle sources of discrepancy between social costs and benefits and

^  monetary costs and benefits?
^  Hi stineuish a feasibility report and busmess plan.
7  AccoSng rate of return.

Answer ANY FIVE of the following. (5x4=20)
are the Sources of Risk?

T nNcuss the advantages of project format. , , ,
are the similarities and differences between the UNIDO approach and the Little-

vfirrlees approach?
Briefly present about the costs associated with the agricultural projects,

i^resent the functions of project manager,
y Constraints in project implementation.
7
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Discuss the principles followed while estimating the cash flows of a project.

Write an essay on ANY ONE of the following (1x10=10)
Derivation of the critical padi method.
Discounted measures of project worth.


